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Existing fiducial markers are designed for efficient detection and decoding. The meth-
ods are computationally efficient and capable of demonstrating impressive results, however,
the markers are not explicitly designed to stand out in natural environments and their ro-
bustness is difficult to infer from relatively limited analysis. Worsening performance in
challenging image capture scenarios - such as poorly exposed images, motion blur, and
off-axis viewing - sheds light on their limitations. The method introduced in this work is an
end-to-end trainable method for designing fiducial markers and a complimentary detector.
By introducing back-propagatable marker augmentation and superimposition into training,
the method learns to generate markers that can be detected and classified in real-world en-
vironments using a fully convolutional detector network. Results demonstrate that E2ETag
outperforms existing methods in ideal conditions and performs much better with challeng-
ing poses, motion blur, contrast fluctuations, and noise. Augmentations are analyzed with
ablation studies to convey the significance of each augmentation in training simulations for
better detection in real-world deployment.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Computer vision is a field that aims to develop systems that can achieve a high-level un-
derstanding of a scene from visual stimuli, such as digital images or videos. Primitive
computer vision functions require expert knowledge applied to hand-crafted algorithms.
As humans, we are able to perceive the 3D world around us with relative ease. For exam-
ple, we can easily distinguish an object from its background. Figure 1.1 shows an example
of a handcrafted algorithm for segmenting a hand. We can look at this image and immedi-
ately recognize a hand and differentiate it from the linen in the background. We also know
that the hand has two rings on it, we can extrapolate that the gold ring is on the middle fin-
ger of the left hand, implying that person is likely married. We are capable of automatically
processing and extrapolating information in ways that we still do not fully understand.
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Figure 1.1: Mean-shift image segmentation [1].
Most applications in computer vision require robust feature detection. This thesis fo-
cuses specifically on the task of visually tracking an object and recognizing its identity.
Visual tracking aims to locate targets as they move through the field of view, while main-
taining a consistent identification as targets disappear, reappear, and change their appear-
ance [22]. The identity assigned to targets is, in general, arbitrary and their exact location
is often represented with a predicted region that contains the object to be detected or cat-
egorized known as a bounding box [2], as shown in Figure 1.2. Also, the location can be
represented via a collection of key points [3], as shown in Figure 1.3. Furthermore, gener-
alized tracking methods are seldom designed to estimate the pose of objects being tracked
[23].
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Figure 1.2: Example bounding box detection with classification [2].
Figure 1.3: Example collection of key points for human pose estimation [3].
To accommodate applications that require the precise location, identity, and pose of
objects in the scene, one can turn to a category of tools known as fiducial markers. Essen-
tially, fiducial markers are man-made objects designed to to be placed in (augment) a scene.
Along with algorithms to detect and classify them, they provide a plug-and-play method
for visual tracking that is scene-agnostic. Perhaps the most well-known fiducial markers
are QR codes, as shown in Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4: Sample versions of QR codes [3].
When placed conveniently in front of a camera, QR codes can be detected and decoded
efficiently [24]. They are so ubiquitous that most modern cell-phone camera applications
instantly recognize and decode them by default. QR codes are capable of encoding thou-
sands of bits of information, but they are not designed for robust tracking with variations
in scale, lighting, and off-axis viewing.
This thesis targets a sub-category of fiducial markers aimed at challenging image cap-
ture scenarios. Specifically, those that provide robust tracking while maintaining the ability
to distinguish between a collection of different marker identities. Within this category, sev-
eral methods have been proposed by the research community [25, 26, 27]. Nearly all of
them use two-dimensional bit encoding and heuristically designed detectors. While com-
putationally efficient and reliable against false detections, they are not explicitly designed
to handle real-world challenges like motion blur and noise.
Deep learning in computer vision has been shown to significantly improve their perfor-
mance. Deep learning takes advantage of large amounts of data, massively parallel pro-
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cessing resources, and efficient learning algorithms. This has been shown to significantly
improve the quality of networks for feature detection. Unfortunately, no deep learning
methods thus far have addressed which features in an image are the most detectable in
real-world scenes. This thesis attempts to encode those features onto an object that will
be placed in the real world. The network can choose the features that are encoded onto
an object by training and updating the designs. Ideally, this results in improved detection
accuracy, as the object will have features that are easier to detect than other approaches that
assume fixed features.
The primary contribution of this thesis is a novel method for generating robust fiducial
markers using simulated superimposition in an end-to-end trainable network. To demon-
strate that this approach works in practice, it is compared to two existing state-of-the-art
approaches: AprilTag and ChromaTag. Public datasets and benchmarks do not exist for
comparing new fiducial markers to existing markers. To do so would require either sim-
ulation or static cameras and static environments where markers are physically swapped
in and out of the scene. Therefore, a new dataset is generated and used to evaluate the
performance of E2ETag and compare it to existing methods. The dataset includes indoor
and outdoor scenes and varies the amount of scaling, rotation, and off-axis viewing. Re-
sults demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms existing fiducial marker systems in
real-world environments. This method performs particularly well in the presence of image
degradation, especially motion blur and noise in the images.
Applications that this work applies to include autonomous driving, as vehicles are al-
ready being equipped with cameras and capable of deploying deep learning. Fiducial mark-
ers could be placed on vehicles, road signs, buildings, or even as a road marker for lane
guidance. This would give the vehicle better knowledge of its location and the precise loca-
tion of the object to be detected, even in harsh conditions. Additionally, it could be used for
mobile robotics. They could navigate through a room and even categorize inventory, with-
out having to stop moving and stabilize for a clean image. In regards to superimposition,
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any 2D or 3D object could be designed in the same way as E2ETag. For simulation physics,
a 3D object, such as a golf ball or soccer ball could have its surface image developed in a
simulation. Later its position could be precisely located when printed onto a soccer ball or
golf ball, potentially allowing cameras to track them more easily or even be used to study
environmental effects of aerodynamics without having to annotate every frame.
This thesis will address related work and background information that pertain to ad-
vances in fiducial markers and deep learning for detection, segmentation, and classifica-
tion. Furthermore, our method for generating E2ETag, superimposing onto images, apply-
ing augmentations, and detection will be described. Finally, our results with real-world and
simulation experiments are analyzed.
The contributions of this thesis include:
• Trainable framework for generating and detecting robust fiducial markers.
• Simulated superimposition in an end-to-end trainable network.
• In-depth analysis on the utility of synthetic training for real-world applications.
• Methodology for evaluating robust fiducial marker design.
Chapter 2
Background
The study of neural networks has been a rapidly changing and advancing topic. The deep
learning field is only a small fraction of its history, not making an official appearance until
2010. Although deep learning is still maturing, it has been arguably the most impactful
subject in machine learning. This section covers the foundations of modern neural networks
and their contributions to computer vision.
Primarily there are two domains of computer vision research that are combined in this
work: fiducial marker and deep learning. In this section we cover various types of fidu-
cial markers and their hand-crafted designs. We discuss the origins of neural networks,
as well as convolutional neural networks, and the development stages of state-of-the-art
architectures that are used for detection and recognition.
Neural networks are an interesting topic as they have the ability to outperform algo-
rithms that were expertly designed, when trained with large amounts of data. Neural net-
works were originally uniquely positioned to solve visual processing problems. They are
called “neural” networks because their inspiration drives from an attempt to mimic the
neurons and their processing procedure in the human brain. They were first deployed as a
model for the biological visual cortex. Since their most common task is to process images
and extrapolate high-level information about the world, with the goal to be at least as ro-
17
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bust as a human. Neuroscience research on the human brain provides the inspirations for
scientists, mathematicians, and engineers to further improve the design and efficiency of
neural networks [28].
2.1 Fiducial Markers
Fiducial markers are patterns that are designed to be printed and placed in an environment
for position and orientation estimation. Designers aim to produce markers that stand out
from the environment and achieve a high detection rate while being, at the same time, dis-
tinguishable from one another for multi-tag detection. Traditionally, designs have adopted
a rectangular shape with a pre-determined library of simple two-dimensional patterns that
are easily decodable.
ARToolKit [29] is one of the earliest fiducial markers proposed by researchers. It fea-
tures an arbitrary image enclosed by a black border (Fig. 2.1(a)). The performance is
limited by the number of images to be compared with and the camera resolution. The arbi-
trary nature of its content also makes the inter-tag classification hard to guarantee. ARTag
[30] proposed to fix this by using binary block patterns instead. It also introduced error-
correction coding into its design (Fig. 2.1(b)).
RuneTag [25] (Fig. 2.1(c)) exploits the projective properties of circular dot patterns
and error-correction coding. The dots form one or more concentric circles, and the fact
that both rings and dots appear elliptical under projective transformation makes decoding
straight-forward. This design is robust under partial occlusion, blur, and noise.
The authors of reacTIVision [31] proposes topology-based irregular shapes for fast de-
tection (Fig. 2.1(d)). It supports a large number of markers, with a size that changes based
on the number of encoded features. The design was originally proposed for table-based
musical instruments [32], but can serve as a general-purpose fiducial marker too. Bulls-
Eye is another topological pattern targeting the same applications as reacTIVision [33]
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(Fig. 2.1(e)). It improves upon the precision of reacTIVision and introduces a GPU-based
detection method. However, both of these methods target two-dimensional location and
orientation and require multiple markers for full pose estimation.
FourierTag [34] encodes information in the amplitude of a Fourier Transform of the
marker (Fig. 2.1(f)). It is designed to gradually degrade the quality of encoded information
as the viewing angle and distance get worse, instead of being unrecognizable abruptly. The
high-order bits are encoded with low frequencies and low-order bits with high frequencies.
As a result, the bit string it encodes has the property of variable length depending on the
viewing distance.
CALTag [35] (Fig. 2.1(h)) proposes a high density marker design as an alternative to
checkerboard patterns and uniquely identifiable markers, with the application of camera
calibration in mind instead of augmented reality. It offers an automatic processing proce-
dure without parameter fine-tuning, which benefits tasks that include multiple cameras.
AprilTag [36, 26] was designed to improve upon ARTag (Fig. 2.1(i)). It proposes a
black and white block design that serves as a binary payload with guaranteed minimum
Hamming distance between markers under various rotational transformations. It was origi-
nally designed to handle partial-occlusion recovery, but the authors concluded that occluded
markers were rarely useful and they instead targeted better speed.
ChromaTag [27] features adjacent red and green blocks surrounded by black and white
rings (Fig. 2.1(j)). The red and green pattern is rare in natural scenes and reduces initial
false detections. The black and white rings provide high contrast, which is ideal for lo-
calization. In the LAB color space, each color in the design has a consistent value in the
A channel and a different value in the B channel, making the design easy to detect and
decode.
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(a) ARToolkit (b) ARTag (c) RUNEtag
(d) reacTIVision (e) BullsEye (f) FourierTag
(h) CALTag (i) AprilTag (j) ChromaTag
Figure 2.1: Examples of existing fiducial marker designs.
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2.2 Deep Learning
2.2.1 McCulloch-Pitts Model
In 1943, the first mathematical model for an artificial neuron, the McCulloch-Pitts neu-
ron, was conceived by the collaboration of a neurophysiologist and a logician [37]. It is
also known as the linear threshold gate model and laid the foundation for artificial neural
networks and using finite-state machines in computational models.
The proposed linear summation model,
Sum =
N∑
i=1
wixi, (2.1)
was the combination of binary inputs xi and corresponding weights wi. Using a threshold
function T , it produced the binary output
f(x,w) =

1, if Sum > T
0, otherwise
. (2.2)
Unfortunately, the model’s conception was only determined by binary inputs and the
outputs with applications for linear separability of boolean functions. The output of each
neuron had two states: firing (1) or not firing (0). For this reason, the model was not
prepared to handle the complexities of analog data as it only allowed for binary states.
Additionally, the values of the weights were normalized to the range of (0,1) or (-1,1) to
indicate whether or not the given input had an “inhibitory” or “excitory” nature. The major
shortcoming was that the values of the weights and the threshold needed to be manually set
and tuned as a method for training was not yet available.
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2.2.2 Perceptron Algorithm
The first model to successfully learn a binary classifier for linearly separable data was
the Perceptron, introduced in 1958 by Rosenblatt [38]. The uniqueness of this algorithm
was its newfound ability to iteratively update the weights applied to each of its inputs. By
updating the weights appropriately, the model was capable of “learning” a desired function.
It was this ability to learn that sparked the initial cybernetics movement and inspired the
report from The New York Times stating “The Navy revealed the embryo of an electronic
computer today that it expects will be able to walk, talk, see, write, reproduce itself and be
conscious of its existence” [39]. This proposed model,
Sum =
N∑
i=1
wixi + b, (2.3)
is an expansion upon the McCulloch-Pitts Model by including an additive bias, b. The
output of the model is also activated by using the threshold function,
f(x,w) =

1, if Sum > T
0, otherwise
. (2.4)
The learning rule then compares the target output, f(x,w), to the predicted output,
f̂(x,w), by finding the difference between the outputs. This is the error or, more canoni-
cally termed, the loss function,
L = f̂(x,w)− f(x,w). (2.5)
The loss term is then used to update the weights with an arbitrary multiplier, α, known
as the learning rate. The learning rate is typically on the order of 10-5, at least in modern
practice, and is used to ensure that the perceptron gradually approaches convergence in
small intervals per iteration. The gradient to be added is defined as the rate of change of
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the loss with respect to the weights,
∆wi = L · xi (2.6)
where
wi+1 := wi − α ·∆wi. (2.7)
Likewise, the bias could be updated as the rate of change of the loss with respect to the
bias,
∆bi = L (2.8)
where
bi+1 := bi + α ·∆bi. (2.9)
The weights will update according to the difference produced by the loss function.
When f̂(x,w) is larger than f(x,w), the weights will aggregate with the gradient, be-
coming larger in the next iteration. Conversely, when f̂(x,w) is smaller than f(x,w),
the weights will subtract the gradient, becoming smaller in the next iteration. It is impor-
tant that the learning rate is sufficiently large to ensure that training can converge within a
timely manner. However, if the learning rate is too large, the algorithm may never converge
as the weight update steps may continue to “overshoot” optimal weight values. Of course
if the learning rate is even larger, the system can be considered unstable, diverging, and
producing weight values farther away from the optimal values with each iteration.
This algorithm is capable of receiving analog input. In fact, its original design incorpo-
rated photocells which would produce analog input into the perceptron classifier producing
a binary output for classification of 0 or 1, which resulted when activating with a threshold
function.
In its original form, the perceptron lacked generalizability. The learning method lacked
a generalized rule for updating the weights of any architecture. This resulted in the per-
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ceptron only being capable of learning for single layer networks with a linear threshold
activation function for each layer.
The criticisms of the original perceptron were illustrated in the book Perceptrons, writ-
ten by Minsky and Papert [40]. The book was originally published in 1969 and had a few
errors. It was reissued in 1988 as an expanded version with more detail into the percep-
tron algorithm. Nevertheless, the original 1969 issue had done its damage and successfully
derailed the artificial intelligence movement for over a decade. The book outlined the
problems with the perceptron algorithm and focused heavily upon its inability to classify
non-linearly separable data. This work specifically focused on its incapability of mapping
the XOR function. They fortunately postulated that by adding more perceptron layers that
the network could instead be the composition of multiple functions, thus mapping the XOR
function correctly. The multi-layer perceptron neural network (MLPNN), although worked
in theory, was not feasible without an appropriate learning procedure, as many of these
hidden layers needed to be appropriately updated.
The hidden layers of these networks would be the layers in between the layers process-
ing the input data and the output data, as shown in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Example network with an input layer, two hidden layers, and an output layer.
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2.2.3 Back-Propagation
The hidden layers of neural networks can be trained with the back-propagation algorithm,
or backprop, introduced by Rumelhart et al. in 1986 [41]. This paper outlined the use of a
general training procedure for updating the weights and biases of each layer, demonstrating
examples for hidden layers within a network. The idea of the backprop algorithm was to
give the loss function, or the error from the loss function, the ability to efficiently compute
the gradient for every single trainable variable within the network. In other words, prop-
agating the error backwards through the network. The back-prop algorithm cleverly lays
a foundation for efficiently computing the gradient, generally being able to compute the
derivative of any function by taking advantage of the chain-rule.
The chain-rule states that if there is a differentiable composite function:
a = a(x),
b = b(a), (10)
c = c(b),
then the partial derivative can be found by using the chain-rule as,
∂c
∂x
=
∂c
∂b
∂b
∂a
∂a
∂x
. (11)
The use of the chain rule for training artificial neural networks was discovered indepen-
dently by Rumelhart et al., 1986 [41], LeCun, 1985 [42], and Parker, 1985 [43]. However,
the publication that fueled the most popularity was the book Parallel Distributed Process-
ing, written by Rumelhart et al. in 1986 [44]. That book included a chapter outlining
successful examples using backprop. That technique became the official handbook for
backprop to train multi-layer neural networks. The book had also officially started a new
movement known as “connectionism”, which proceeded the cybernetics movement, as the
emphasis of neural networks were now put on the connections between each neuron/node
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of each layer. By focusing the networks’ capability to learn and memorize functionality on
the connections, the networks now more closely resembles the school of thought adopted
by neuroscience to define how the biological neuron functions.
2.2.4 Momentum Method
The momentum method for gradient-style learning was introduced along with the backprop
algorithm in the book Parallel Distributed Processing. The term momentum is related to the
physics term which describes a particle in motion, where the particle would be the weight
term to be updated. Momentum for gradient descent is a term that is remembered from a
previous learning iteration and is used to more efficiently update the next iteration. The
momentum factor, γ, is a value typically between 0 and 1 which directly determines the
contribution of the current and past gradients to affect the updated gradient,
∆wi := γ∆wi−1 − αJi, (11)
where α is the learning rate and J is the output of the loss function. The weights are
updated by
wi+1 := wi + ∆wi (12)
where i is the index defining each update iteration in training. Momentum helps to
ensure that when large steps are taken to update, the new gradient has a higher probability
of leaping over local minima to find an even lower local or global minima. It also helps to
encourage faster convergence as each step towards a minima will move farther. Also, with
momentum, the loss function is now guaranteed to reach the actual local minima instead
of solely by chance. Without momentum, the step size or learning rate must be small
enough to eventually step into the local minima without continuously over stepping. Thus,
with momentum, learning rates can be larger than without the use of the momentum term,
typically leading to faster convergence.
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2.2.5 Universal Approximation Theorem
Towards the end of the 1980s and with the successful launch of the “connectionism” move-
ment, the foundation for training multi-layered feedforward neural networks was laid out.
However, an important proof was still needed to reassure machine learning researchers
that their hard work and many hours of designing networks would be worthwhile. The
reassurance came from the Universal Approximation Theorem proven separately in 1989
by Hornik et al. [45] and Cybenko [46]. The theorem mathematically conveyed that a
multi-layer perceptual neural network (MLPNN) that is sufficiently large can approximate
any measurable function to any desired degree of accuracy. The statement goes further to
claim “...that arbitrary decision regions can be arbitrarily well approximated by continuous
feedforward neural networks with only a single internal, hidden layer and any continu-
ous sigmoidal nonlinearity” [46]. The definition of a sigmoidal nonlinearity, also called a
“squashing” function, is any continuous function that approaches 1 as the limit approaches
positive infinity and approaches 0 as the limit approaches negative infinity. The proof for
using Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) as the nonlinearity was proven by Leshno et al. [47].
This is an important proof for the artificial intelligence community as they theoretically
no longer have any constraints on the accuracy of a neural network to precisely match a
desired function. Furthermore the derivatives of the desired functions can also be approx-
imated by a feedforward network with arbitrary accuracy as well, as proven by Horink et
al. in 1990 [48]. This helps reassure that the desired functions to be approximated have
gradients that can be represented by the network.
Although this proof encouraged researchers that their networks can represent a desired
function with impeccable accuracy, it does not mean that the network will be able to learn
that desired function. Even today networks can fail to represent the desired function, which
can be due to overfitting. This happens when a network matches a higher, than necessary,
order function to the given dataset. This results in remarkably accurate predictions on
the dataset used for training. However, the network will be less accurate on the unseen
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dataset used for testing. Another reason can be due to the network’s training procedure, or
optimization method, not being able to find the learnable parameters.
2.2.6 Activation Functions
Activation functions are used to determine whether the output of a given node, or neuron,
has been activated based on whether the input to the node is relevant to the prediction.
They have a major effect on the network’s ability to converge and its computation time.
Activation functions are used to primarily turn nodes on or off with input values ranging
negative to positive. Activation functions and their derivatives are shown in 2.1. The ReLU
activation function is the most commonly used as it is computationally efficient. Since it
only saturates in one direction, it is the go to choice for optimally training hidden layers.
The leakyReLU can be a computationally efficient alternative to the ReLU when saturation
is desired in both directions. The problem with ReLU is that once a node is turned off,
its gradient is zero, meaning it cannot be turned back on. The leakyReLU allows this, by
having a small gradient. The ELU allows for a more gradual gradient when the input value
is smaller than zero. It also tends to converge much faster to zero with accurate results,
but requires more computation than the ReLU and leakyReLU alternatives. The sigmoid
is a continuous function with outputs ranging (0, 1). Unfortunately it saturates in both
directions, however it can produce very accurate results. Additionally, it is computationally
heavy. The hyperbolic tangent function (tanh) is an alternative to the sigmoid when output
values ranging (−1, 1) are desired. The softplus function is very similar to the ELU, except
its gradient is gradually changing across zero, providing continuous differentiability. It
has advantages over the ELU by gaining marginal accuracy, but it is more computationally
expensive.
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Activation Equation Derivative
ReLU f(x) =

x, if x > 0
0, otherwise
f ′(x) =

1, if x > 0
0, otherwise
LeakyReLU f(x) =

x, if x > 0
0.01x, otherwise
f ′(x) =

1, if x > 0
0.01, otherwise
ELU f(α, x) =

x, if x > 0
α(ex − 1), otherwise
f ′(α, x) =

1, if x > 0
f(α, x) + α, otherwise
Sigmoid f(x) = 1
1+e−x
f ′(x) = f(x) · (1− f(x))
Tanh f(x) = e
x−e−x
ex+e−x
f ′(x) = 1− f(x)2
Softplus f(x) = ln (1 + ex) f ′(x) = 1
1+e−x
Softmax f(~x) = e
x∑C
j=1 e
xj
∂f(~x)
∂xj
= f(~x)(δj − fj(~x))
Table 2.1: Common activation functions with their associated equation and derivative used
for backprop.
2.2.7 Traditional Loss Functions
A loss function is typically ascribed to the error between the prediction and the ground-
truth for a single training example. Technically speaking, a cost function is defined as
the average loss over the entire training set. Loss functions are highly customizable, yet
still some remain more suitable for certain situations. Loss functions come in two generic
forms, for regression or for classification.
Mean square error (MSE), also known as L2 Loss, is a regression loss function that is
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the average of sum of the squared difference between prediction and target, given by
MSE =
N∑
i=1
(ŷi − yi)2/N.
Mean absolute error (MAE), also known as L1 Loss, is used for regression and calcu-
lates the average of the sum of the absolute difference between prediction and target. MAE
has advantages over MSE when differences are smaller than one, as the loss is larger and
linear in this region providing advantages for fine-tuning. This is a disadvantage for loss
values larger than one, as MSE can result in larger gradients and thus faster learning than
MAE. MAE is given by
MAE =
N∑
i=1
|ŷi − yi|/N.
Cross Entropy (CE) is a loss traditionally used for classification and has two variants:
categorical and binary. Binary CE, also known as log-loss, is used when there are only two
classes and the output is the probability of the predicted class belonging to the target class,
i.e.,
CE = −y · log (ŷ)− (1− y) · log (1− ŷ).
Categorical CE (CCE) is used for classification loss with many different classes. It is
a generalization of binary cross entropy and requires the target to be a one-hot encoded
vector, i.e., a vector with the value one for the correct class and zero for all other classes.
The CCE is aggregated over every class before being averaged over all examples, and is
given by
CCE = −
N∑
i=1
c∑
j=1
yij log ŷij.
CCE is often accompanied by the softmax activation function. Softmax ensures that the
probabilities of all the classes will add to one.
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2.2.8 Gradient Descent Optimization Algorithms
Gradient descent is the most popular algorithm for training neural networks by searching
for the set of parameters that minimize the loss function.
Stochastic gradient descent [49] updates the parameters by finding the gradient per
training example, or sometimes referred to as “online training”. Batch and mini-batch
gradient descent options exist for calculating the sum or averaged gradient after finding
the loss for many examples. Traditionally, stochastic gradient descent with momentum
(SGDM) is the preferred option as it helps reduce the oscillation of parameter terms.
AdaGrad [50] is an adaptive learning rate algorithm that adds per parameter scaling of
the gradient based on the sum of squares of the all past iterations. It benefits training by
choosing its own learning rate, thus the user will not need to gradually drop or increase
the learning rate, which is an otherwise effective way for fine-tuning parameters for gradi-
ent descent. It does, however, quickly drop the learning rate due to the sum of gradients
aggregating in the denominator.
Adadelta [51] is very similar to AdaGrad. Instead of using all the past iterations for
squared gradients, it uses a window of past iterations. Additionally, the gradients are stored
as a decaying average, effectively putting less emphasis on older weights. This reduces the
rate of the decreasing learning rate to ensure that training takes more large steps to better
minimize the loss function. RMSProp, proposed by Geoffrey Hinton, is another popular
adaptive learning method that is essentially the same as the first gradient update as Adadelta
[51].
Adaptive Moment Estimation, commonly known as Adam [52], is technically an update
to RMSProp. It differs by exponentially decaying the running average for the gradients and
their second moments, or momentum; unlike RMSProp with momentum, which generates
updates using a momentum on the rescaled gradient. Adam is one of the most common
“cookie-cutter” optimizers for deep learning architectures as it minimizes the loss function
much more quickly than SGDM.
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2.2.9 MNIST
One of the most important datasets to drive the widespread research of neural networks
was the Modified National Institute of Standards and Technology database, more com-
monly known as MNIST, by LeCun et al., 1998 [5]. This was a set of 70,000 images of
handwritten digits collected from a mixture of high school students and employees of the
United States Census Bureau, as shown in Figure 2.3. This dataset is significant as it pro-
vided the machine learning community with a large, standardized dataset that could be used
to evaluate and compare image classifiers.
Figure 2.3: Sample handwritten digits from the MNIST dataset [4].
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2.2.10 Convolutional Neural Networks
With the introduction of MNIST came one of the most pioneering discoveries, LeNet-5
[5], the convolutional neural network (CNN) that was able to outperform all other existing
methods including existing kernel methods. It is worth noting that the first neural network
to use 2-D convolution was the Neocognitron in 1982 [53]. However, this method had few
convolutional filters and lacked an efficient feature detection framework, thus lacking in
performance. The first modern CNN trained using backprop was proposed by LeCun et al.,
1989 [54], but it took many iterations before the network took advantage of modern tricks
to produce compelling state of the art results. That network, LeNet-5, shown in Figure 2.4,
was the first 2-D input neural network that had cascaded simple features into progressively
more complex features for each subsequent layer, by multi-level hierarchical processing.
Figure 2.4: Convolutional neural network LeNet-5 architecture [5].
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Networks up to this point typically used 1-D input data, and had reshaped 2-D input
images to 1-D by flattening them in row or column major, as shown in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Flattening a (3× 3) matrix to a (9× 1) vector and losing spatial dependencies.
Convolutional neural networks did not benefit from flattening images into 1-D. In fact,
they benefited from seeing the entire image in its original form as it was able to take ad-
vantage of spatial dependencies inherit in 2-D images. The receptive field for a node in
a CNN spans over many pixels, unlike an MLPNN which will have a receptive field of a
single pixel per weight and will have no local dependencies. CNNs operate by convolving
an image with a kernel to produce an activation map. In Figure 2.6, the sample matrix is
convolved with a (3 × 3) filter that utilizes zero-padding around the edges to maintain the
same size in the activation map. Typically, it is best to use odd-sized filters as they are sym-
metric around the origin. With this property, the center of the kernel is mapped to an exact
data point and would not be centered in between pixels forcing approximate or interpolated
values in the mapping.
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Figure 2.6: Example 2-D convolution with zero-padding.
Padding can be performed in many ways. Convolutions that are performed without
padding tend to ignore the edges of the image, thus the pixels at the boundary are only
considered when compared to other pixels towards the center. Images without padding also
reduce the activation map size. Ways to sub-sample or reduce further activation map sizes
include adjusting the stride values and pooling. As shown in Figure 2.7, if the filter is con-
volved with the image without any padding, the size will be reduced by two pixels in width
and height. The first image uses a stride of one forcing each (3× 3) convolution to have a
maximal overlap size of (3×2) or (2×3) with another convolution. The second image uses
a stride of two forcing each (3×3) convolution to have a maximal overlap size of (1×3) or
(3 × 1) and reducing the activation map, or output, size as less convolution operations are
performed. Effectively, stride defines the step size between each convolution and having a
larger stride results in less operations and sub-sampling. Stride can be particularly useful
to decrease the overall computational load.
Figure 2.7: Convolution stride representation.
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Pooling is effectively a form of sub-sampling and processing the activation map after
the convolution operation. It can reduce the spatial size and reduce the amount of pa-
rameters and computation, which also discards noisy activation maps. This method can
contribute to reducing overfitting as it forces individual filters to be more reactive to no-
table features. Additionally it aids to extend the receptive field without increasing the
kernel size of the convolution. Two types of pooling, max pooling and average pooling,
are demonstrated in Figure 2.8. Although others exist, they are not as prevalent. Max
pooling, proposed for CNNs with the Cresceptron by Weng et al., 1992 [55], enabled a
CNN to handle deformation by small-to-large scale. Max pooling also helps encourage
the shift-invariance of interesting features at the pixel-level, another particular advantage
of CNNs over MLPNNs. Max pooling takes the max of the activation map within its re-
ceptive field. A (2× 2) max pooling kernel would take the maximum within each (2× 2),
non-overlapping region, effectively reducing the size of activation map by half. Average
pooling instead takes the average of the activation mapping, similarly reducing the size.
Max pooling operations are typically the preferred method, as they are better at edge-
detection which generally contributes to the most prominent feature. It can theoretically
be argued that if smooth features are desired, then average pooling would be preferred.
However, generalized results show that salient features extracted by max pooling consis-
tently outperform average pooling [56].
Figure 2.8: Max and average pooling of a matrix.
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2.2.11 CIFAR
Despite the efforts made to push neural networks to the public, Support Vector Machines
[57] had still remained generally superior until 2012 [8]. In order to keep neural network re-
search ongoing, the Canadian Institute for Advanced Research (CIFAR) had hired Geoffrey
Hinton to lead a new division. In 2004, the program called Neural Computation Adaptive
Perception (NCAP) had other pioneers of neural network research such as Yoshua Bengio
and Yann LeCun, amongst many others.
The community had rebranded the field of neural networks under the name of “deep
learning”, revitalizing public interest. The proposed method for deep networks had intro-
duced the community to a deep belief net [58]. The network was very densely-connected
and had shown the benefits of using many hidden layers, allowing for a deeper form of
learning. The findings of this method were quickly superceded by newer work but had
still sparked interest for deeper networks and had introduced a greedy learning algorithm
that allowed the network to be trainable, since training deep architectures was considered
too difficult of an optimization problem [59]. Note that deep neural networks (DNN) were
widely considered a “black box” and the specific functions of the layers were not known
precisely. Still, today we are trying to figure out its limitations and how we can better
understand deep neural networks [60].
Another notable dataset for machine learning and computer vision applications was
CIFAR-10 [6], introduced by Krizhevsky et al., in 2009. It was a set of 60,000 (32 × 32)
color images with 10 different classes, thus maintaining the same input resolution and
number of classes as the MNIST dataset with the exception of the added color channels,
as shown in Figure 2.9. CIFAR-10 was a valuable new tool for CNNs to test their ability
to recognize objects and allowed researches to quickly deploy different algorithms and test
their performance, since the images were all low resolution.
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Figure 2.9: Sample low-res RGB images from the CIFAR-10 dataset [6].
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2.2.12 ImageNet
Most AI research at this time was focused heavily on the models and algorithms. Since
DNNs required a lot of data, Fei-Fei Li wanted to improve and expand the data available to
train them. In 2009, the ImageNet [7] database was presented at the International Confer-
ence on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR). The dataset was annotated for
classification of the images using Amazon Mechanical Turk, which is a crowdsourcing tool
used to out-source on-demand tasks. ImageNet today has 20,000 classes of the 14 million
annotated images, with varying size, and samples are shown in Figure 2.10.
Figure 2.10: Sample images from the ImageNet dataset [7].
In 2010, Fei-Fei Li proposed a collaboration of the ImageNet and PASCALVOC team
for the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) [61]. This became
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an annual competition for research teams to evaluate their algorithms to achieve the highest
accuracy for various computer vision tasks, although initially it was just targetting image
classification. The ILSVRC used a subset of the full ImageNet dataset, containing only
about 1 million images with 1000 image classes, or categories. The competition’s best per-
forming networks for many years resulted in state-of-the-art advances in neural network
design. The top performers up until 2015 are shown in Figure 2.11.
Figure 2.11: ILSVRC top-5 error percentage from 2010-2015 with associated top perform-
ing network. Notice average human performance is around 5.1%.
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2.2.13 AlexNet
Algorithmic advances were undoubtedly important for the progress of deep learning, but
another essential component to training them was computational power. To train the mil-
lions of parameters that were required for a deep network, the limitations of CPUs were
a significant bottleneck and the enormous parallel computing power of the GPU was em-
braced. As of 2009, Raina et al. [62] showed GPU training had increased speed by over 15
times, turning a month of training on a CPU into two days on a GPU. The first network to
popularize CNNs in the field of computer vision was AlexNet [8], shown in Figure 2.12.
The network had outperformed the runner-up at ILSVRC 2012 by 10%, and this achieve-
ment and its implications reverberated in the computer vision community. The network’s
structure was very similar to the architecture proposed by LeNet; however, it was deeper
with more filters per layer, and it used stacked convolutional layers. Its trained convolu-
tional filters are shown in Figure 2.13.
Figure 2.12: AlexNet CNN architecture using two GPUs, one for layers at the top of the
figure and the other for the layers at the bottom of the figure [8].
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Figure 2.13: AlexNet’s trained convolutional kernels size (11× 11× 3) learned by the first
layer. The top 3 rows were trained on GPU 1 while the bottom 3 rows were trained on GPU
2 [8].
The network took advantage of using ReLU activations instead of the previously popu-
lar tanh and logistic activation functions. The reasoning was that they were much slower to
train than ReLU by six times without significantly improving accuracy. AlexNet demon-
strated an ability for reducing overfitting by adding data augmentations. AlexNet benefited
by effectively oversampling its dataset, increasing the amount of data by a factor of 2048,
with augmentations including image translations and horizontal reflections, or flipping.
Another way for reducing overfitting, which only increased training time by a factor of
2, was by adding dropout [9] layers. Dropout layers were attached to the output of each
hidden neuron and have a probability of 0.5 to set that output to zero, effectively ignoring
that neuron. This heavily encourages the network to eliminate co-adaptations of neurons,
as they cannot be dependant on other neurons, reducing the overall function complexity.
Networks using dropout tended to not only eliminate overfitting, but also reduced the er-
ror rate, as shown in Figure 2.14. Notice the increase in error rate on the test set around
epoch 10-20 on the networks without dropout. It is likely that the network experienced a
continued decrease in training error, a typical indicator that the network is overfitting on
the training set while performing worse on the test set, thus losing generalizability.
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Figure 2.14: Example test set classification error while training of a network with and
without dropout layers [9].
2.2.14 Resnet
The winner of the ILSVRC 2015 image classification challenge was a residual network, or
ResNet [10] introduced by Microsoft Research. The use of residual layers was intended
to speed up training of deep networks. The authors showed that residual networks were
easier to optimize and can gain even more accuracy with increased depth in comparison to
its predecessors. Residual neural networks accomplish this by utilizng skip connections,
which are connections that feed an unprocessed, raw input from previous layers to the
output of convolutional layers, essentially jumping over layers, as shown in Figure 2.15.
As a result, this ResNet block was merely responsible for estimating the residual error of
its input. ResNet was actually the first neural network to surpass human performance on
ILSVRC by decreasing the error rate from 5.1% to 3.57%.
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Figure 2.15: Residual block, skip connection labeled as identity is added to the convolu-
tional layers [10].
An important contribution of the residual layers was its ability to handle the vanish-
ing gradient problem [63], which had been an optimization and gradient training nuisance
dating back to the early 90s. The vanishing gradient problem was shown by deeper net-
works during backprop when gradients would diminish in size, when smaller than one, or
explode when greater than one, as they approached the initial processing layers. This prob-
lem was addressed in several ways, by normalized initialization of parameters and input
image, shown in Efficient Backprop [64] and [65]. ResNet’s skip connections essentially
provided a pathway for gradients to pass through unaffected, further decreasing the vanish-
ing gradient problem that appeared in the intial hidden layers.
ResNet also utilized a technique for increasing the training speed, called Batch Normal-
ization [66], after each convolution and before the activation layer. Batch Normalization
had attempted to handle the issue of internal covariate shift, which is a phenomenon that
causes the distribution of each of the layer’s inputs to change. This further slowed train-
ing as the only other way to handle this was by decreasing the learning rate and careful
parameter initializing, which was difficult for models with saturating nonlinearities such
as the sigmoidal activation functions. Batch Normalization further acts as a regularizer,
decreasing the chance of overfitting, and can be used in lieu of dropout in ResNet’s case.
The Batch Normalization transform is applied by calculating the mean and variance of an
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activation’s input over a batch of training examples, then normalizing that input with scale
and shift parameters that are learned and reused for other activation layers.
2.2.15 Semantic Segmentation
Traditional convolutional neural networks had, for the most part, required a set input size
and produced predictions on the input data. Usually, the predictions were 1-D. Fully Con-
volutional Networks (FCN), introduced by Long et al. [11], had allowed networks arbitrary
input sizes, without any cropping or padding of the input images, and produced correspond-
ingly sized output. FCNs had actually been designed for semantic segmentation tasks that
produce object segmentations, or dense predictions for per-pixel tasks, as shown in Figure
2.16. The network was designed by attempting to match a multi-dimensional image with
annotations for semantic objects. The fully convolutional term is derived from its ability to
process inputs without using any fully-connected layers. It often has both a down-sampling
and up-sampling path, where it will capture semantic/contextual information then recover
the spatial information, respectively.
Figure 2.16: Fully Convolutional Network architecture with ground truth segmentation
[11].
FCNs are able to upsample data by taking advantage of the transposed convolution, as
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shown in Figure 2.17. The example figure takes an input image of size (2 × 2) and con-
volves with a (3 × 3) filter using a (2 × 2) border of zeros and unit strides. Transposed
convolutions use convolution filters, with trained weights. In the case of upsampling, trans-
posed convolutions can achieve a higher peak signal-to-noise ratio for image reconstruction
than bicubic interpolation [67]. However, unrealistic checkerboard artifacts can occur due
to pixel overlap and random initializing. Checkerboard artifacts can be avoided by up-
sampling with nearest-neighbor interpolation and then using a standard convolutional layer
[68].
Figure 2.17: Example of transposed convolution, effectively upsampling the bottom matrix
by a factor of two.
The problem with the structure of FCNs is that it uses alternating convolutional and
pooling layers, resulting in a down sampled resolution of the output feature maps. Thus,
the actual predictions of the FCN were low resolution, showing imprecise and fuzzy object
boundaries of the segmentation mask. Methods introduced to get around this limitation
include SegNet [12] and UNet [13], shown in Figure 2.18 and Figure 2.19, respectively.
These networks emphasized symmetry between the feature extraction and upsampling lay-
ers. Both include an encoder-decoder architecture that decomposes the image into features
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in the encoder, while the decoder shares the learned parameters, resulting in a more pre-
cisely segmented boundary mask.
Figure 2.18: SegNet architecture using a symmetric encoder-decoder resulting in a better
segmentation mask [12].
Figure 2.19: UNet architecture also using a symmetric encoder-decoder for precise seg-
mentation of biomedical images [13].
2.2.16 DeepLab
Another way to predict the segmentation masks is by using dilated, or atrous, convolutions.
The use of atrous convolutions was originally introduced for wavelet transforms [69] and
already showed potential for efficient computation. Transposed convolutions were very
expensive for upsampling the encoded features, requiring additional memory and time for
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inference. The proposed use of atrous convolutions allowed methods to effectively expand
the receptive field of the convolutional filters without increasing the network’s parameter
size, thus reducing the amount of computation. Atrous convolutions are essentially convo-
lutions with empty spaces, or zeros, in between them, creating a seemingly sparse filter as
shown in Figure 2.20. Atrous rates, or the degree of dilation, effectively expand the filter’s
field of view or receptive field when used for feature extraction.
Figure 2.20: Atrous convolution illustrations with various rates. Notice that with a rate
equal to one it is effectively a normal 2-D convolution.
DeepLabV1 [70] first implemented atrous convolutions for upsampling the encoded
features to produce a coarse score map. It also used a method for improving localization
of the object boundaries by incorporating a probabilistic graphical model. The network
combines the output of its responses with a fully-connected Conditional Random Field
(CRF) [71], as shown in Figure 2.21.
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Figure 2.21: DeeplabV1 flow chart [14].
A method for handling windows of arbitrary scale, size, or aspect ratio without the need
for cropping and warping was Spatial Pyramid Pooling (SPP) [15] shown in Figure 2.22.
SPP works by dividing feature maps into separate spatial bins, of various kernel sizes, that
would be proportional to the image size. Effectively, it maps any size input down to a fixed
size output, which is ideal for images that may have sparse or localized regions with a high
degree of activation with features.
Figure 2.22: SPPNet architecture with SPP module using various convolutional filters to
produce a fixed-length vector [15].
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An aggregate of atrous and spatial pyramid pooling was introduced by DeepLabV2
[14], a model equipped for handling multi-scale features, as objects can exist at multiple
scales. The technique was called atrous spatial pyramid pooling (ASPP) which used a
series of atrous convolutions with different dilation rates, as shown in Figure 2.23. Each
different dilation rate has an associated receptive field, so each input image, or sub-image
of the activation map, has the potential to adequately chose which receptive field would be
activated. Additionally, this allowed each module to better activate on features that could
appear at multiple scales for different input images.
Figure 2.23: ASPP demonstrating multi-scale activation with varying dilation rates [14].
The next iteration, DeepLabV3 [16], removes the CRF and officially becomes an end-
to-end learning framework, meaning no post-processing algorithms are used for training.
The model, shown in Figure 2.24, also uses batch normalization with the ASPP to optimize
training. Additionally, the ASPP is reworked and encourages a larger spread in dilation
rates in order for better multi-scale feature extraction.
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Figure 2.24: DeeplabV3 model architecture, the final (1× 1) convolution maps the output
of the ASPP to the segmentation mask [16].
DeepLabV3+ [17] is the current and final iteration of DeepLab, and is state-of-the-art
in terms of semantic segmentation. Its architecture is shown in Figure 2.25. This design
replaces all max pooling operations with depth-wise separable convolutions with striding.
It also uses batch normalization and ReLU activation functions after each of the (3 × 3)
convolutions. Finally, it uses an encoder-decoder architecture. The main feature extrac-
tor replaces Inception with Xception [72], which is essentially the same as the Inception
module; however, the convolutions are replaced with depth-wise separable convolutions. A
depth-wise convolution is a convolution performed separately over each depth dimension
(for RGB images, this would be the color channel) with each result concatenated. A piece-
wise, or point-wise, convolution is a convolution performed across the depth channels, thus
reducing the output dimensionality. Typically the piece-wise convolution is performed as a
(1×1×3) convolution, where the filter dimensions correspond to height× width× depth.
A depth-wise separable convolution is a sequence of a depth-wise convolutions followed
by a piece-wise convolution, as shown in Figure 2.26. The idea was that the convolutional
layer learns in a 3D space, across two spatial dimensions and a channel dimension, and thus
the depth-wise separable convolution maps the cross-channel correlations and the spatial
correlations independently by a series of operations.
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Figure 2.25: DeepLabV3+ ASPP encoder-decoder architecture [17].
Figure 2.26: Depth-wise separable convolution shown as a sequence of a depth-wise con-
volution followed by a piece-wise convolution.
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2.2.17 YOLO
Traditionally, object detection is performed by localizing and scaling bounding boxes that
would have a maximal intersection-over-union (IOU) with ground-truth bounding boxes
that would fully enclose the object. The YOLO [18] network frames object detection as
a regression problem for bounding boxes and class probabilities, optimized end-to-end.
The method for bounding box regression was actually similar to R-CNN [73]. YOLO
expands on that method by significantly reducing computation time, running in real-time
at 45 frames per second (fps), and making a prediction as a single-shot detector, which
R-CNN was not capable of achieving. YOLO makes predictions by outputting a multi-
dimensional grid cell response, as shown in Figure 2.27. The prediction has size (S × S ×
(B · 5 + C)), where S is the grid dimension, B is the number of bounding boxes per cell,
and p(c) refers to the class probabilities. Each bounding box prediction is accompanied by
its associated position (x, y), the width and height (w, h), and confidence C indicating a
predicted score of the predicted bounding box IoU with the ground truth. The regressed
grid cell predictions ensure the model is fully-convolutional and has joint training between
the classifier and detection for fast and robust object detection.
Figure 2.27: YOLO flow chart using a grid cell prediction by regression [18].
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2.2.18 Deep Learning for Transforms
The first CNN to show the capability to learn the projective transform parameters for a ho-
mography was HomographyNet [19], shown in Figure 2.28. This method involved training
a simple CNN end-to-end to directly predict the six projective transform parameters defin-
ing the homography between two images. Both images are of the same scene, yet captured
at different perspectives. Traditional methods use a hand-crafted algorithm to find a set of
pairwise features that are located in both images, then iteratively find the inlier features
with random sample consensus (RANSAC) [74], while using the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm (LMA) [75] to find the projective transform that best fit the inlier features. Ho-
mographyNet uses a hierarchy of convolutional layers to simultaneously find the common
features in both images and the projective transform parameters, achieving a more accurate
homography than the hand-crafted algorithm.
Figure 2.28: HomographyNet architecture, uses two images from the same scene to predict
the projective transform parameters estimating the homography between them [19].
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2.3 Deep Learning with Fiducial Markers
A method for robust pose estimation and camera calibration is found in Deep ChArUco
[21]. They trained an end-to-end model using a CNN encoder to detect precise corners on
a checkerboard/chessboard. The board is composed of the ArUco [20] markers, which is
another variant of ARTag and AprilTag, and a chessboard, as shown in Figure 2.29. The
network essentially had learned the 2D point locations end-to-end, but then had to use a
well-known hand-crafted algorithm, Perspective-n-Point (PnP), to estimate the pose param-
eters. This framework also augments the training set with random motion blur, brightness,
and a set of homographic transforms to occlude a few of the points. This design shows
occlusion dominance over traditional algorithms comparing to OpenCV, as demonstrated
in Figure 2.30.
Figure 2.29: ChArUco board combination of 12 unique ArUco markers in a chessboard
pattern [20].
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Figure 2.30: Deep ChArUco demonstrating occlusion/shadow augmentations (top) and
motion blur (bottom) dominance over hand-crafted algorithms [21].
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2.4 Problem Statement
The current state-of-the-art methods for generating fiducial markers require a tedious pro-
cess of hand-crafting robust features, efficient marker detection/classification, and pose
estimation algorithms. Neural networks have the advantage of high-level interpretation of
images for optimal feature detection that can be used for segmentation, detection, and clas-
sification. Additionally, they can even compare two images by localizing common features
and accurately estimating the projective transform between both images.
This thesis is focused on being a fiducial maker method. It is novel in that it is the first
trainable method for creating and detecting individual fiducial markers. It is designed to
leverage the power of deep learning as the dataset is simulated and generated per training
epoch, thus it has no limitations regarding a lack of available data. Without the simula-
tion process, trainable markers would be a tedious effort of printing, capturing, and hand-
annotating each set of markers in the real-world. To obtain the amount of data for that
process to produce comparable results to our method would take over 10 million images,
with at least 10,000 iterations of swapping markers. Although these are rough estimates,
our experiment trained on over 10 million samples with 512 samples per epoch, meaning
that there were at least 10,000 marker design updates. Data collection alone would mean
several years worth of work for one person. This is why we use simulation for training and
why real-image datasets would assume a fixed tag design.
Chapter 3
Method
To produce a robust fiducial marker, a network design must have the appropriate complex-
ity for precision detection and a sufficiently challenging augmented dataset. The model
used during training is composed of a three-stage generator/augmenter/detector network in
Figure 3.1. The first stage generates markers through a transposed convolution. The second
stage warps them onto a sample image and applies augmentations that simulate real-world
image capture. The final stage comprises of a fully-convolutional detector that estimates
pose, location, and classification. Details regarding each of these steps are provided in
Sections 3.1 - 3.5.
Figure 3.1: Three-stages of E2ETag used to generate and detect fiducial markers.
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3.1 Generator
The generator is implemented as a transposed convolution where the input is encoded as
a one-hot vector indicating the desired class. The purpose of the generator is to allow the
method to select one of many fiducial marker IDs to generate. The transposed convolution
consists of a single kernel of size S×S×C, where S = 128 andC = 30. When the 1×1×C
one-hot vector is convolved with the kernel, it produces an output of size S×S× 1, which
is a single layer of the C-layer convolutional kernel. This single layer is an E2ETag image.
3.2 Spatial Warp and Superimposition
The E2ETag image is then warped and superimposed into a real-world image. Background
images larger than 640 × 640 are randomly sampled from the ImageNet data sets and are
resized to 640 × 640 for training. ImageNet was chosen as it is a huge dataset with many
images captured at a high resolution. Since it is used as a classification benchmark, it
is already equipped with widely diverse images that are ideal for general backgrounds.
Images with aspect ratios that are not 1:1 are horizontally or vertically cropped from the
largest dimension, forcing the aspect ratio to 1:1, before resizing. The reasoning for only
choosing images larger than 640× 640 was to ensure that they do not contain interpolation
artifacts and appear as natural as possible. The goal was to have images that appear natural,
as it could be possible for the network to “cheat” by finding interpolated pixels, interpreting
those as background, and assigning the non-interpolated pixels to the fiducial marker tag
location.
The spatial warping transform parameters used to superimpose the fiducial marker into
the image are constructed by randomly generating x and y translations {tx, ty} ranging
(0, 640), a rotation r ranging from (0, 2π], scaling {sx, sy} ranging (8/128, 320/128),
shear factors {hx, hy} ranging (−3π/12, 3π/12), and projective warping {wx, wy} rang-
ing (−0.0015, 0.0015). Additionally, a shift of −S/2 is applied to both dimensions to
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zero-center the marker at the origin prior to warping. However, if the resulting transforma-
tion T produced marker corners outside of the image bounds, i.e., if any coordinates of the
corners were greater than 640 or less than zero, then the transformation was disregarded
and regenerated using another set of random parameters. The transform matrix T is defined
as
T =

1 0 tx
0 1 ty
0 0 1
×

1 0 0
0 1 0
wx wy 1
×

cos(r) − sin(r) 0
sin(r) cos(r) 0
0 0 1
×

1 hy 0
hx 1 0
0 0 1
×

sx 0 0
0 sy 0
0 0 1
×

1 0 −S/2
0 1 −S/2
0 0 1
 =

p1 p2 p3
p4 p5 p6
p7 p8 1
 ,
(3.1)
where (p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, p7, p8) correspond to the eight projective transformation pa-
rameters used to warp the marker onto a sample background image. It is worth noting here
that the parameters corresponding to rotation, scaling, shearing, and projective warping
(p1, p2, p4, p5, p7, p8) are used by the loss function for training a projective transformation
estimator. The shift parameters p3 and p6 are estimated separately by analyzing pixel-wise
responses in the image space.
The marker is warped with the projective transformation by using inverse mapping with
bilinear interpolation, which is a differentiable function. Bilinear interpolation was chosen
as it is faster to compute than bicubic interpolation. The warped marker is superimposed
onto a background, by the process shown in Figure 3.2. First, the marker (Fig. 3.2(a)) is
depth-concatenated with a white (all values equal to one) image size 128 × 128 × 1 that
functions as the mask. Since the marker is gray-scale with size 128× 128× 1, the resulting
stacked image will be 128 × 128 × 2. The resulting image is warped with the transform
T , producing both the warped mask (Fig. 3.2(b)) and warped marker (Fig. 3.2(c)). Then
the background image (Fig. 3.2(d)) is element-wise multiplied by the inverse of the mask,
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defined as 1−mask, to produce the masked background (Fig. 3.2(e)). Finally, the warped
marker image is added to the masked background image to produce the background image
with the superimposed marker (Fig. 3.2(f)). Note that the edges of the mask are blended
during bilinear interpolation, making the marker appear as if it is naturally captured with
the background image.
(a) Marker (b) Warped Mask (c) Warped Marker
(d) Background (e) Masked Background (f) Superimposed Marker
Figure 3.2: Marker warp and superimposition process.
3.3 Local and Pixel-Level Augmentation
Four separate augmentations are applied sequentially to images with superimposed mark-
ers: motion blur, contrast, white-balance, and additive noise. The randomly generated
variable limits representing the value of augmentations are all heuristically chosen to fairly
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represent images that could exist in a natural scene, yet remain challenging. Additionally,
values are chosen to still allow features to be detectable, even though severe augmentations
could still exist naturally.
The first augmentation is motion blur, which is simulated by convolving a blur kernel
with variable angle and length, as shown in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Sample varying motion blur augmentation with original image comparison.
This kernel simulates linear camera motion along a direction d uniformly distributed
ranging (0, 2π] with pixel length l uniformly distributed ranging (0, 20) pixels. The pixel
length is also enforced to be no greater than half of any marker side length. The reasoning is
because a kernel that large would degrade the marker to the point that features are no longer
discernible. This could diverge training as the sample would be unusable. The marker
minimum side length, lmin, is defined by first assigning the corners to inhomogeneous
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form, given by
c =

1 1 1
1 S 1
S 1 1
S S 1

(3.2)
where S is the marker size. Then by warping the corners, or by convolving with the trans-
form defined earlier, producing the transformed corners
c̃T = c× T. (3.3)
The transformed corners are in homogeneous form, meaning they have an origin defined
by (0, 0, w̃) where w̃ 6= 1 when the projective warping parameters {wx 6= 1, wy 6= 1}.
Assume cT is an augmented vector of the form
c̃T = (x̃, ỹ, w̃) = w̃(x, y, 1), (3.4)
where
x =
x̃
w̃
(3.5)
and
y =
ỹ
w̃
. (3.6)
Thus convert c̃T to its inhomogeneous form cT by an element-wise division  through by
the last column element given by
cT = c̃T  w̃, (3.7)
resulting in the last column being equal to one. Then remove the last column so cT is a 4×2
vector of x, y coordinates for each of the four projected corners. Then find the distances of
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each side by finding the difference between cT and cT circularly shifted by one element.
Finally, the minimum side length, lmin, is determined by calculating the minimum euclidean
distance between adjacent corners using
lmin = min
(i,j)=(1,4),(2,1),(3,2),(4,3)
√
(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2. (3.8)
The blur kernel pixel length, l, is calculated by the minimum between half of lmin and 20
multiplied by a uniformly distributed random number generator R ranging (0, 1), using
l = R ·min
(
lmin
2
, 20
)
. (3.9)
To produce the output image augmented with motion blur IMB, the input image I is con-
volved with kernel φ(d, l), given by
IMB = I ∗ φ(d, l). (3.10)
White balance is applied to the markers to simulate lighting conditions with varied
temperatures, as shown in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: Sample maximal white balance augmentation for each color channel with orig-
inal image.
Random values for each channel, uniformly ranging (0.7, 1.3), scale each channel of an
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RGB input image. The resulting image is
IWB = IMB  C, (3.11)
whereC is an image of the same size as IMB with each channel containing the same random
scale value, independent of the other channels, and  is an element-wise product.
Contrast augmentation simulates variations in exposure and light pollution. Contrast
considers two random variables: the maximum white value W , uniformly distributed rang-
ing (0.6, 1.4), and the minimum black value B, uniformly distributed ranging (−0.4, 0.4).
Although contrast is ranging within those values, it has four distinct categories, as shown
in Figure 3.5; bright contrast is maximally bright, dark contrast is maximally dark, low
contrast is maximally gray, and high contrast is maximally dark with maximally bright
pixels.
Figure 3.5: Sample contrast augmentations with original image.
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The contrast of the input image IWB is adjusted using
IC = IWB × (W −B) +B. (3.12)
A random noise imageN with pixel values uniformly distributed in the range (−n/2, n/2)
is added directly to the input image, as shown in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: Sample additive noise augmentation with original image.
The maximum magnitude of the noise, denoted n, is uniformly distributed ranging
(0.0, 0.3). Samples are independent across each channel and each pixel. Image IC is aug-
mented with noise using
IN = IC +N. (3.13)
Finally, pixel values in IN are clipped between 0 and 1, using a clipped ReLU function
defined as
f(x) =

1, if x > 1
x, if 1 ≥ x > 0.
0, otherwise
(3.14)
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3.4 Pre-Contrast and Superimposed Images
Prior to superimposing E2ETag onto the background image, the marker alone is aug-
mented with contrast. Pre-Contrast augmentation is applied to ensure the detector considers
spatially-varying contrast, as shown in Figure 3.7.
Figure 3.7: Sample contrast augmentations with original image.
This includes lighting reflections, shadows, and multiple lighting sources simulating a
multi-modal intensity distributed throughout the image. This was discovered heuristically
after noticing that the detector performed better than original capture when the image was
further augmented with contrast. Additionally, E2ETag was previously superimposed into
the image with many perfect black (0) and perfect white (1) pixels, thus the detector could
effectively “cheat” in training by recognizing regions in the image with the most extreme
pixels. During testing, this resulted in shadowed regions and reflections producing false
positive detections. Pre-Contrast is augmented with the same parameters as the contrast
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discussed previously.
During first deployment, E2ETag would occasionally produce very poor detections for
some easy images, only to have a perfect detection on a more difficult image. By aug-
menting the area around the marker with pure gray boxes, even if just on one side of the
marker or a small distance away, the detector locked on and found the marker with ease.
Empirically, it seemed the detector was trying to look for objects that appeared superim-
posed, instead of looking for E2ETag specific features. The idea was to train the network
with superimposed images to be ignored, and instead focus on the generated features. Prior
to superimposing E2ETag and applying all other augmentations, the background image is
superimposed with random ImageNet images, as shown in Figure 3.8.
Figure 3.8: Samples with randomly superimposed images, the first image has no extra
superimpositions.
The images are resized down to S×S×3 to match the image size of E2ETag. The num-
ber of superimposed images is random ranging from (0,6). The transform of these images
are either the same as E2ETag with different random translation values or the transform is
randomly sampled. These superimposed images are also augmented with contrast before
superimposing. Introducing additional superimposed images, that were not E2ETag, was
intended to encourage the detector to ignore other objects that appear superimposed and to
instead force the detector to recognize features pertaining only to E2ETag.
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3.5 Detector
The final stage of the model, used for both training and testing, is the detector. The detector
localizes the marker within the warped image, deduces the classification, and estimates
the transformation parameters. The pre-trained, fully-convolutional network chosen in this
work is the DeepLabV3+ architecture with a ResNet18 core, the entire network architecture
is shown in Figure 3.9.
Since the detector is pre-trained, the output of the augmented markers is normalized
using values for a trained ResNet18 with set mean µ and standard deviation σ vectors. The
mean µ = [0.485, 0.456, 0.406] and the standard deviation σ = [0.229, 0.224, 0.225] are
applied to the input image, into the detector, by normalizing to achieve the output image
INorm, given by
INorm =
(IN − µ)
σ
. (3.15)
After normalizing the image, it is depth concatenated with a matrix, size 640×640×2,
containing normalized row coordinates in the first depth dimension and normalized col-
umn coordinates in the second depth dimension known as CoordConv [76]. Empirically, it
showed to slightly increase the precision of the transform prediction.
Prior to DeepLabV3+ with ResNet18 core, a 3 × 3 × 5 × 16 convolution, batch-
normalization, and ReLu block is added without stride, the reasoning is to process the
entire image at full resolution and not lose any fine detail in the edges for pre-processing.
The DeepLabV3+ architecture with ResNet18 core network was chosen in this work due
to its speed, classification performance, ability to handle multi-scale detection, and high
resolution feature space. Instead of up-sampling back to the full-resolution, the output be-
fore the first transposed convolution is used and the resulting network down-samples the
input image scale from 640 × 640 to 80 × 80. A 1 × 1 × 1024 × 512 convolution/batch-
normalization/ReLU block and a 1× 1× 512× 37 convolution layer are added to provide
an output with the number of channels used to encode targets. Those channel encodings
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are described in 3.6.
Figure 3.9: E2ETag network architecture.
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3.6 Detector Channel Encoding
The first channel, ŷloc of size 80 × 80 × 1, is used to detect and localize the marker. The
marker’s location in the image is encoded via a decaying exponential, setting the value of
each pixel to e-(r/64), where r is the distance of each pixel from the center. The decaying
exponential image has the same size as the marker with dimensions 128×128 and all values
are normalized ranging (0, 1). Additionally, values within the decaying exponential greater
than 0.1 are defined by the indicator function yind as such,
yind(i, j) =

1, if ŷloc(i, j) > 0.1
0, otherwise
(3.16)
where i and j are the row and column indices respectively. The indicator function is used
for the classification mask. It is also used for averaging loss, as its sum Ind is effectively
counting the number of pixels containing the warped marker, given by
Ind =
S∑
i=1
S∑
j=1
yind(i, j). (3.17)
Figure 3.10 illustrates a marker image and its corresponding mapping in the first channel
before and after warping and superimposing.
Figure 3.10: A sample E2ETag along with the decaying exponential image used to encode
marker location. Both the marker and the location encoding are superimposed the same
way into a real image. In the location encoding, dark red indicates a value of 1.0 and dark
blue indicates a value of 0.0.
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The next 30 channels of the detector output, ŷclass with feature space size 80 × 80 ×
30, encode the marker identities using a softmax pixel-wise class predictor. The target
classification is trained equally for all pixels occupied by the transformed marker within
the region defined by the indicator function yind. All other grid locations are allowed to
choose identities without affecting the loss, so that uncertainty in detection does not affect
classification.
The last six channels of the output, ŷproj with feature space size 80× 80× 6, contain the
projective transformation parameters (p1, p2, p4, p5, p7, p8) at each pixel location within the
area occupied by the marker.
3.7 Training Details
The network is end-to-end trainable, allowing detection loss to be backwards propagated
through the detector, augmentation, and warp layers. While improving the detector, train-
ing also encourages updates to marker designs that make them easier to detect and classify.
While the detector was mostly pre-trained, the transposed convolution weights used to
generate markers were randomly initialized with Gaussian samples that have mean 0.0 and
variance 1.0. The bias of the transposed convolution was set to zero with a learning rate
of zero. Outputs of the transposed convolution are passed through a preliminary contrast
augmentation layer then to a sigmoid layer to limit values between 0 and 1 prior to su-
perimposing into images. Because layers early on in deep neural networks typically train
much slower than layers later in the network, it was necessary to boost the learning rate of
the transposed convolution by a factor of 1000.
For training the detector, the Adam optimizer was used with a learning rate of 2×10−5,
a batch size of 8, and an L2 regularization of 10−4. Empirically, it was observed that this
greatly increased training speed without introducing instability. Because the transposed
convolutions were passed into a sigmoid layer before being warped onto an image, they
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had a problem of exploding gradients. This allowed largely positive and largely negative
values to become trapped in the asymptotic regions of the sigmoid function. To combat
this, the weights of the transposed convolution had an L2 regularizer with value 10−4. This
prevented the outputs of the transposed convolutions from exploding and allowed gradients
within the network to have a larger impact on marker design. The complete set of markers
generated by the training procedure and used in evaluation are depicted in Figure 3.11.
The training of the marker transformation prediction was unstable. Training was espe-
cially difficult when the network was tasked with estimating the projective transformations.
The network took longer to learn suitable projective parameters than affine parameters.
Since the projective parameters were typically much smaller than the other transformation
parameters and were a part of the same prediction module, it was possible for predictions
of p7 and p8 to start off much larger than 0.0015; which was the maximum encoded value
used for training. Projective parameters that are too large essentially map the point at infin-
ity to be extremely close, especially if both parameters are large. When the point at infinity
is close to the marker, the marker is considered to be projected very far away, which results
in the entire marker being scaled down to a small scale. If this happens, the network is
considered to be stuck in a local minimum that it cannot fix. No matter what the other
parameters are, if the projection parameters cannot be learned, then the transformation pre-
diction will essentially be all four corners mapped to the same pixel. In order to prevent
this, the network is first trained without being able to augment these parameters, i.e., it is
only able to make an affine transformation prediction. Once the network has sufficiently
learned the closest affine prediction to the target projective prediction, then the projective
parameters are allowed to be predicted. Emperically, it seems if the network has already
learned the affine parameters, then it can very quickly learn to gradually increment the pro-
jective ones. We initially tried scaling the projective parameters, by dividing by a factor of
100, which allowed the network to learn the projective parameters. However, training was
very unstable when the factor was even slightly reduced in the future.
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Figure 3.11: E2ETag markers generated with 30 classes.
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3.8 Backward Propagation: Warping & Superimposition
When superimposing markers onto ImageNet images, it was ensured that the entire surface
is visible, thus random transformations were only accepted if each marker corner remained
inside the image bounds. For back-propagation, gradients passing through the warp oper-
ation are passed using the inverse of the projective transform T -1 for warping the markers
onto the background images. The inverse of the transform parameters is used to warp the
gradients within the warped marker location back to their original locations in the marker
image. The inverse transform only considers the regions of the warped marker due to the
nature of the transform; background regions are ignored without any attention considered.
Gradients are only applied to the marker. The inverse warp operation is performed with
bilinear interpolation in the forward and backward direction, which is also differentiable.
3.9 Backward Propagation: Augmentations
To perform the backward operation to update the weights of the transposed convolutions
these operations need to retain the gradients passed from the back-end detector. Gradients
passed through the motion blur operation are applied by reusing the motion blur kernel on
the gradients. This is possible, since the blur kernel is essentially the weighted sum of the
kernel applied to the image, which is differentiable.
Gradients for white balance and contrast adjustments are scaled according to their mul-
tiplicative factors. The gradient for noise is zero, as it is a purely additive term.
3.10 Loss Function
During training, the loss is the aggregate penalty of the classification, regression of lo-
calization, and transform parameters. Detection/localization loss, Lloc, is penalized as the
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mean-square error, given by
Lloc =
S∑
i=1
S∑
j=1
(yloc(i, j)− ŷloc(i, j))2/Ind, (3.18)
where yloc is the image target localizations, ŷloc is the image with predicted localizations,
Ind is the number of pixels within the warped marker region, i represents the row index,
and j the column index.
Classification loss is the categorical cross-entropy loss of target class versus the pre-
dicted class, given by
Lclass = −
C∑
c=1
S∑
i=1
S∑
j=1
yclass(i, j, c) log(max(ŷclass(i, j, c), ε))/(C · Ind), (3.19)
where C is the number of classes, yclass is the image target classifications, ŷclass is the image
with predicted classifications, and ε = 10-9 is a constant used to prevent divide by zeros
that can happen during the early stages of training.
The projective transformation parameters are not penalized directly; instead, the corners
of the target marker and the predicted marker are calculated from the estimated projective
parameters. The translation parameters p3 and p6 are set to zero, to isolate the shape of the
transformation from localization prediction. The corners projected with the transformation
are centered around the origin, given by
c =

−S/2 −S/2 1
−S/2 S/2 1
S/2 −S/2 1
S/2 S/2 1

. (3.20)
Centering the projected markers around the origin encourages training to put an equal loss
on all transform parameters. If a marker is not centered before transforming and the pre-
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dicted corners are compared to the target corners, then the loss can put a heavy emphasis
on rotation. Illustrated in Figure 3.12 where the transform only differs by a 90◦ rotation,
a sample corner indicated by the red circle will experience a much larger loss than any
of the other corners; especially compared to the origin which experiences no loss. The
inconsistent corner loss empirically leads to divergent transformations that make training
difficult.
(a) Origin on Marker Corner (b) Origin in Marker Center
Figure 3.12: Transform corner loss comparison for predicted (black) and target (gray)
markers.
The two sets of predicted corners ĉT and target corners cT , as defined by Equation 3.7
except with origin centered corners defined by Equation 3.20, are both normalized by the
standard deviation of the target corners σc, given by
cN = cT/σc (3.21)
and
ĉN = ĉT/σc (3.22)
where cN are the normalized target corners and ĉN are the normalized predicted corners.
Normalizing the corners allows projective transforms to be penalized with scale invariance;
this prevented large markers from dominating training. The five largest target localizations,
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in yloc, determined the grid locations to sample the transformations. The max five were
chosen as the true center and its four abutting neighbors could account for a small imprecise
location ambiguity during runtime detection. The MAE between the normalized predicted
and target corners determines the loss function for projective transformation prediction, as
such
Lproj =
K∑
k=1
4∑
i=1
2∑
j=1
|ĉN(i, j, k)− cN(i, j, k)| /(8 · k), (3.23)
where j is the index for an (x, y) coordinate, i is the index for the corner, and k is the index
for each localization maxima. Finally, the total loss L is an aggregate of all losses, given
by
L = a · Lclass + b · Lloc + Lproj, (3.24)
where a = 100 and b = 50 are scalar constants that empirically helped balanced training.
Without these constants, training seemed to fall into a local minima only favoring one of
the three detector stages.
3.11 Runtime Detection
To detect tag locations, the method begins by finding the nd, number of detections, largest
valued localization predictions in the 80×80×1 output ŷloc. If any of the values exceed 0.5,
it is considered a detected tag center. All of these proposed grid locations have their trans-
formations sampled and each of their sub-pixel peaks are estimated using its four abutting
neighbors with quadratic interpolation, that peak value is used for the translation param-
eters in each of their transforms T . If only one sampled value is above the threshold for
detection, equal to 0.5, then that grid cell is used; otherwise, if there are multiple detections,
then the IoU of each detection is calculated between all other detections. If the IoU for any
sample is greater than zero, then only the grid cell with the largest localization prediction is
considered. This process is continued for all of the five largest samples, if any values have
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less than zero IoU with another prediction, it is considered as a separate detection. The
transformation prediction is drawn on the original image: with a red line from the top left
to top right corner, green line from top right to bottom right, blue line from bottom right to
bottom left, and a yellow line from bottom left to top left. The original image is overlayed
with the entire ŷloc image on the red color channel and the localization value associated
with the detection is anchored to the top left corner. Additionally, the grid cell sampled for
the transformation is colored green, shown in Figure 3.13.
Figure 3.13: Sample overlay of localization detection with predicted transformation.
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The classification prediction is made by leveraging the localization detection. The re-
gion bound by the transformation, with the sub-pixel peak used for center translation, for
each detection is used to map the locations of the 80 × 80 × 30 output ŷclass. Each of the
grids within the predicted transformation region sample their highest-valued corresponding
class determined by ŷclass. For each grid cell “won” by a particular class, that class count is
incremented. After all grid cells within the predicted transform bounding region are sam-
pled, the class pertaining to the highest class count is considered the detected classification.
The detector displays the three highest class counts with their average prediction values,
labeled “Prob” indicating the degree of confidence for that class prediction. The original
image is overlayed with the image ŷclass of channel with the top class size 80 × 80 × 1 on
the blue color channel, shown in Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.14: Sample overlay of classification detection.
Chapter 4
Results
The proposed fiducial marker method, E2ETag, is compared to two state-of-the-art meth-
ods: ChromaTag and AprilTag. Two different metrics are used to evaluate performance:
detection and classification. First, to test the detection accuracy, the intersection over union
(IoU) derived from the corner locations is used and a true positive detection is defined as
any IoU greater than 50% with the ground truth. This metric is affected by the estimated
pose of the marker. However, it does not penalize 90, 180, or 270 degree rotation of the
tag. Incorrect rotations with above 50% IoUs are rarely seen and would result in a mis-
classification. Second, classification performance is evaluated as correct or incorrect class
output for markers that are detected with an IoU that is greater than 50% with the ground
truth fiducial marker location.
4.1 Data Collection
For each image used in the evaluation, a single ChromaTag, AprilTag, and E2ETag are
placed in a real scene with similar position and pose. For the sake of fair comparision,
each of these methods was designed to include 30 different marker classes. AprilTag and
ChromaTag use 16H5 encoding, which is an error correction coding design that visually
encodes 30 distinct marker identities into 16 bits of information arranged in a 4 × 4 grid.
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The performance of detection and classification on a single sample is representative of the
whole set for those markers. Images with all three markers in each frame are captured at
3024×3024 resolution with a Samsung Galaxy S8 that uses a 35mm equivalent focal length
of 52mm. The marker images are captured in seven different environments and placed
in varying lighting environments. This includes man-made structures as well as natural
environments. The markers were attached to a cardboard square, 7.62 × 7.62 centimeters,
and then mounted to different surfaces including trees, poles, a stone structure, a reflective
glass window, and a chain-link fence. Seven different markers were printed and a different
one was used in each of the environments; an image from each scene is shown in Figure
4.1. The identities printed and used were tag ID 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 19, and 27. Twenty-
five images from each environment were captured. Images were captured at five different
angles from the fronto-parallel view: −80◦, −40◦, 0◦, 40◦, and 80◦. At each angle, images
were captured at five different distances: 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 meters.
Figure 4.2 represents the location of images captured for evaluation, shown by the red
circles; the square represents the marker, not drawn to scale. The true corner locations were
hand-annotated for each marker at the original resolution 3024× 3024. Afterwards the im-
ages (and corner coordinates) are downsampled to 640× 640. Thus the corner coordinates
are divided by 4.725 (the scale factor 3024/640) and used as the ground truth locations.
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Figure 4.1: Single sample image from each scene used for real world marker evaluations.
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Figure 4.2: Data collection locations.
4.2 Performance Comparison
The chosen metric for localization accuracy is the IoU of the quadrilaterals defined by the
corners of the predicted and annotated corners. Recall and precision are used to evaluate
the performance of localization. Recall is defined as
Recall =
TP
TP + FN
(4.1)
where TP is the number of true positives, FP is the number of false positives, and FN is the
number of false negatives. Precision is defined as
Precision =
TP
TP + FP
. (4.2)
True positives are defined as events where the markers have over a 50% intersection
over union with the ground truth quadrilaterals. False positives are defined as any detections
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that have less than a 50% IoU with the target. False negatives are defined by an undetected
ground truth marker.
In addition to measurements over the entire dataset, precision and recall are presented
as a function of the tag area and viewing angle separately. The tag area is determined by
the four annotated corners. AprilTag and ChromaTag have corners that are defined by the
inner white-black border, as shown in Figure 4.3 and indicated by the red, green, blue,
and yellow lines. It is worth noting that these white border regions are explicitly required
by both methods’ detection algorithms. Although the whole tag is the same size as the
E2ETags used in this evaluation, the predicted corner locations provided by their respective
detection methods produce a tag area that is smaller than E2ETag; therefore the tag area of
AprilTag and ChromaTag are multiplied by 128/112 to normalize their tag area to the same
size as E2ETag. The tag area binned in the results that follow are organized according to
the square root of the tag area, which approximates the average length of a side.
Figure 4.3: AprilTag and ChromaTag corner prediction location.
The results of the evaluation with precision and recall versus tag area are shown in
Figure 4.4. The results of precision and recall versus viewing angle are shown in Figure
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4.5. For each graph AprilTag is blue, ChromaTag is red, and E2ETag is green. Precision
and Recall are indicated by a dotted and solid line respectively.
Figure 4.4: Precision and recall versus tag area.
Figure 4.5: Precision and recall versus viewing angle.
The classification accuracy is also evaluated using precision and recall. In this case,
only markers with the correct class prediction are counted toward the true positive rate.
Thus, a false positive has either less than 50% IoU, incorrect class prediction, or both. The
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results of precision and recall with the correct classification versus tag area are shown in
Figure 4.6. The results of precision and recall with the correct classification versus viewing
angle are shown in Figure 4.7.
Figure 4.6: Precision and recall versus tag area with correct classification.
Figure 4.7: Precision and recall versus viewing angle with correct classification.
Under all conditions, E2ETag has a higher precision than AprilTag or ChromaTag.
E2ETag also has a higher recall when considering viewing angles and very small tags.
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AprilTag has a higher recall for mid-range tag sizes; however, those appear to come at
the expense of precision. Additionally, E2ETag is much more skewed towards succeeding
when the marker is large.
While bit encoding methods like AprilTag and ChromaTag are designed to be class-
agnostic, E2ETag only encourages this through randomized training. Therefore, to demon-
strate the performance of different markers, a confusion matrix (Fig. 4.8) was generated
for all 30 classes. This test is done with ImageNet background images to adequately gather
a large sample size of every marker class. The test is designed to demonstrate performance
for difficult predictions. The maximum marker size for this experiment is 32 pixels to
encourage a high rate of misclassification. The accuracy ranges from 26.78% to 40.67%
across all the markers and the misclassification rate between any two tags ranges from
0.47% to 7.19%. Thus, some marker classes appear to be more easily discernible in highly
challenging environments. However, it should be noted that misclassifications are rare in
practice and often, when the tag is detected, it is also classified correctly, as illustrated in
the precision and recall curves.
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Figure 4.8: Confusion matrix from augmented training set.
The quantitative results of average precision and recall for various augmentations are
shown in Table 4.1. Precision code and recall code both require correct classification. This
table represents the unaltered real images being captured, labeled “Raw”, as well as those
images with isolated augmentations of each type applied to every image in the test set. This
includes:
• Varying blur with kernel sizes l = 5, 10, and 15.
• Noise n = 0.3, thus minimally -0.15 and maximally 0.15, additive.
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Raw Blur Noise Contrast (B,W) White Balance
l = 5 l = 10 l = 15 (-0.15,0.15) (0.4,1.4) (0.4,0.6) (-0.4,0.6) (-0.4,1.4) R G B
April
Precision 0.5093 0.5789 0.5303 0.4375 0.4775 0.6047 0.5437 0.8000 0.6477 0.6429 0.4655 0.5392
Recall 0.3143 0.3143 0.2000 0.1200 0.3029 0.2971 0.3200 0.3886 0.3257 0.3086 0.3086 0.3143
Precision Code 0.5093 0.5789 0.5303 0.4375 0.4775 0.6047 0.5437 0.8000 0.6477 0.6429 0.4655 0.5392
Recall Code 0.3143 0.3143 0.2000 0.1200 0.3029 0.2971 0.3200 0.3886 0.3257 0.3086 0.3086 0.3143
Chroma
Precision 0.6375 0.6780 0.6875 0.6944 0.0039 0.6923 0.0000 0.5556 0.2981 0.6000 0.3086 0.7576
Recall 0.2914 0.2286 0.1886 0.1429 0.1143 0.2571 0.0000 0.2571 0.2743 0.2914 0.2857 0.2857
Precision Code 0.5397 0.6545 0.6667 0.4211 0.0000 0.4595 0.0000 0.4462 0.2313 0.5526 0.2000 0.5000
Recall Code 0.1943 0.2057 0.1714 0.0457 0.0000 0.0971 0.0000 0.1657 0.1943 0.2400 0.1600 0.0914
E2ETag
Precision 0.9340 0.9394 0.9302 0.9583 0.9439 0.9412 0.9691 0.9528 0.9196 0.9340 0.9252 0.9333
Recall 0.5657 0.5314 0.4571 0.3943 0.5771 0.5486 0.5371 0.5771 0.5886 0.5657 0.5657 0.5600
Precision Code 0.9271 0.9294 0.9130 0.9464 0.9368 0.9259 0.9659 0.9412 0.9072 0.9263 0.9158 0.9271
Recall Code 0.5086 0.4514 0.3600 0.3029 0.5086 0.4286 0.4857 0.4571 0.5029 0.5029 0.4971 0.5086
Table 4.1: Results on real images with and without augmentations.
• Varying contrast with minimal B and maximal W mappings defined as (B,W );
bright contrast (0.4, 1.4), low contrast (0.4, 0.6), dark contrast (−0.4, 0.6), and high
contrast(−0.4, 1.4).
• Varying white balance with maximal color channel R = (1.3, 0.7, 0.7), G = (0.7, 1.3, 0.7),
and B = (0.7, 0.7, 1.3).
Figure 4.9: Sample original image from data set for evaluation.
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Figure 4.10: Sample augmented with motion blur kernel equal to 5.
Figure 4.11: Sample augmented with motion blur kernel equal to 10.
Figure 4.12: Sample augmented with motion blur kernel equal to 15.
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Figure 4.13: Sample original to compare with augmented noise.
Figure 4.14: Sample augmented with maximal noise.
Figure 4.15: Sample augmented with bright contrast.
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Figure 4.16: Sample augmented with dark contrast.
Figure 4.17: Sample augmented with low contrast.
Figure 4.18: Sample augmented with high contrast.
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Figure 4.19: Sample original to compare with white-balance.
Figure 4.20: Sample augmented with white-balance maximally red.
Figure 4.21: Sample augmented with white-balance maximally green.
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Figure 4.22: Sample augmented with white-balance maximally blue.
From these results we can conclude that our tag notices much less performance degra-
dation under augmentations than AprilTag or ChromaTag. The most significant degradation
for average precision for AprilTag is additive noise, large blur, and heavy green white bal-
ance. ChromaTag appears to be sensitive to noise and low contrast. In contrast, E2ETag
experiences minimal degradation on all augmentations with the exception of large motion
blur. Interestingly, E2ETag actually has better recall under additive noise, dark contrast,
and high contrast, than on the original unaugmented images. However, E2ETag does have
worse classification performance under all augmentations.
To illustrate an ideal success case, the method’s outputs are visualized in Figure 4.23.
The 80× 80 detection and classification outputs are upsampled and overlaid on the image.
The best results typically occur when the marker is captured at about 1 meter. Four exam-
ples of particularly difficult cases where the method succeeds are shown in the images in
Figure 4.24. The highest valued detection pixel must exceed the 0.5 threshold to make a
prediction. The images in Figure 4.25 shows examples where the marker localization does
not exceed the threshold. This is likely due to the relatively small size of the tag in the
image, which are contained within a 12× 12 pixel area.
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Figure 4.23: Example easy detections that were successfully classified and detected.
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Figure 4.24: Example difficult detections that were successfully classified and detected.
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Figure 4.25: Example difficult detections that were unsuccessfully detected and not classi-
fied.
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4.3 Augmentation Ablation Study
To further evaluate the performance of each augmentation on simulating real-world con-
ditions, an ablation study is conducted. The effects of each individual augmentation are
isolated in two separate studies: one where the particular augmentation is removed and one
where only the particular augmentation is used. For both studies, the fully trained detector
used for the previous performance evaluation is used to initialize training. That detector
is used as the starting point for all cases and the networks are trained for an additional
256,000 samples (500 epochs) starting from a learning rate of 10-5 with Adam optimizer
and a learning rate decay multiplier 0.75 every 51,200 samples (100 epochs); a single epoch
is 512 samples. The rest of the training parameters are the same as those used in the original
training. The augmentations ablated for both studies are motion blur, noise, white balance,
pre-contrast, post-contrast, extra superimposed images, and CoordConv. Additionally, the
network is further trained with all augmentations for the same number of epochs to act as
the control variable. The network is then trained without any of these augmentations for
comparison. To ensure all the networks see the same training examples, they all use the
same random number generator seed.
The first ablation study includes all augmentations except one. Results are shown in
Table 4.2. The second ablation study removes all augmentations except one. Results are
shown in Table 4.3. In these tables, P and R stand for Precision and Recall respectively,
while PC and RC stand for Precision with correct classification and Recall with correct
classification respectively.
The ablation studies show that keeping all augmentations produces the best results in
terms of balance between precision and recall, meaning no other results have both a better
precision and recall. While all results have worse performing results, removing blur has
almost exactly the same performance. While designing the network, it is obvious that
having motion blur does make a difference. There are two factors that likely explain this
phenomenon. First, the images evaluated are all taken from a still camera, thus they never
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P R PC RC
All Augmentations 0.9346 0.5714 0.9263 0.5029
No Augmentations 0.9714 0.3886 0.9701 0.3714
No Blur 0.9346 0.5714 0.9239 0.4857
No Noise 0.9035 0.5886 0.8878 0.4971
No White Balance 0.9106 0.6400 0.8942 0.5314
No Pre-Contrast 0.8898 0.6000 0.8762 0.5257
No Post-Contrast 0.9608 0.5600 0.9574 0.5143
No Extra Superimposed Images 0.9216 0.5371 0.9130 0.4800
No CoordConv 0.9138 0.6057 0.9010 0.5200
Table 4.2: Results on real images for only a single augmentation removed, comparison
with all augmentations kept and no augmentations allowed for training.
P R PC RC
All Augmentations 0.9346 0.5714 0.9263 0.5029
No Augmentations 0.9714 0.3886 0.9701 0.3714
Only Blur 0.9570 0.5086 0.9535 0.4686
Only Noise 0.9855 0.3886 0.9855 0.3886
Only White Balance 0.9863 0.4114 0.9861 0.4057
Only Pre-Contrast 0.9875 0.4514 0.9870 0.4343
Only Post-Contrast 0.9667 0.4971 0.9634 0.4514
Only Extra Superimposed Images 1.0000 0.3486 1.0000 0.3429
Only CoordConv 0.9855 0.3886 0.9848 0.3714
Table 4.3: Results on real images for only a single augmentation allowed, comparison with
all augmentations kept and no augmentations allowed for training.
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actually experienced motion blur. Second, since designs were fixed, the marker likely
already had a design embedded that made it robust to motion blur. The reasoning for this
is that the detector did not have to sacrifice any convolutional weights by overfitting on
other augmentations, the processing was largely unaffected. However, the classification
performance noticed a negligible decrease, which is likely due to the network encoding a
reliance on blurred features for classification.
Removing noise, white-balance, pre-contrast, or CoordConv showed a decrease in pre-
cision with an increase in recall. These augmentations increased the rate of detections
with a decrease in the average accuracy of the detection. This can be interpreted as the
augmentations allowing the marker in robust environments to be detected; however, at the
cost of processing accuracy. Additionally, this effect can be seen when decreasing the
detection threshold; likely difficult detections activated a larger localization value for the
center making an extra detection. Training examples were typically easier without this
costly augmentation, resulting in the network being more “confident” in its prediction than
it should be. Removing the post-contrast adjustment caused a relatively significant increase
in precision with only a minor decrease in recall. This might imply that training with the
post-contrast adjustment only negatively affects the performance, because none of the real
captured images ever experienced the degree of exposure that was used while training the
network. Interestingly, this was also the only removed augmentation that experienced a
larger PC and RC than the case with all augmentations kept. This implies that the network
could detect less black and white saturated encoded features on the marker for classifica-
tion, which it took advantage of with only moderately exposed real images. Finally, the
only example that had both a lower precision and recall was the removal of extra superim-
posed images. This implies a high reliance on having this augmentation for detection, as it
ensures more markers are detected and more accurately.
Table 4.3 illustrates that no single augmentation has the detection or classification ca-
pability of using all the augmentations. Comparing these results to the “no augmentations”
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example showed that the smallest increase in performance was attributed to using only the
Noise or CoordConv augmentations. Augmenting white balance or pre-contrast increased
performance slightly more, while post-contrast or blur resulted in a decreased precision
with a significant increase in recall. This implies a heavy reliance on using those two aug-
mentations as dominators for training. More detections were made by a negligible margin,
even though on average the precision was lower, in comparison to the increase in recall.
Interestingly, only augmenting extra superimposed images was able to reach a precision
of 1.00 at the slight cost of recall, with classification also having a 1.00 precision. This im-
plies every image the network detected, it detected with over 50% IoU with the ground truth
corners. This dramatic increase in precision at the cost of recall is seen when increasing
the threshold for detection. Since removing extra superimposed images heavily reduced
the precision and recall, while using it as the only isolated augmentation to reach perfect
precision, the assumption can be made that this augmentation is necessary for training and
implies a potential improvement with superimposing E2ETag. Having extra superimposed
images teaches the network to forget what a superimposed marker looks like in the im-
age and to instead focus on the actual features present in the marker, which, with a 1.00
precision, implies that it is only looking at the features in the marker and not “cheating”.
The training process could likely be improved by making superimposed objects not
seem to be as distinguishable from the background. The network is likely using features
in the image and notices a potential distribution of pixels or discontinuity in the image
to easily pinpoint an object that is superimposed. This augmentation was added because,
during previous training iterations, the network was able to easily detect a marker when
the area around it, in any direction, had a small gray box superimposed onto it. This
implied during testing that the network had trouble distinguishing the marker from the
background, and that objects in the background were affecting the accuracy. After adding
extra superimposed images, this feature was removed and the network noticed negligible
performance increase.
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4.4 Hardware and Processing Time
The method was implemented with MATLAB using the Deep Learning Toolbox. The com-
puter used for training and forward inference has an Intel i9-9900K 8-core CPU, NVIDIA
RTX2080ti GPU, and 16 GB of DDR4 RAM. Detection on a 640×640 frame operates at
10 frames per second. ChromaTag and AprilTag, both explicitly designed for efficiency,
are considerably faster at 900 fps, and 50 fps, respectively.
Chapter 5
Conclusion
This thesis proposes a novel method for generating robust fiducial markers using simu-
lated superimposition in an end-to-end trainable network. Our proposed design, E2ETag,
is a purely generated marker with network designed features, unlike its handcrafted prede-
cessors. Analysis on approaches using a synthetic training set for real-world applications
is covered in this work. The possibilities of superimposing objects in the real world are
evident, leading to more efficient designs of objects that need to be detected or classified.
We show that E2ETag is competitive against other state-of-the-art fiducial markers and
capable of outperforming them. By training both marker design and the detector together
under challenging conditions, the method achieves significantly better results than compet-
ing methods when images are corrupted by poor exposure, motion blur, and noise. The
end-to-end trainable marker provides a flexibility that allows for a variety of modifications
and improvements. For example, if projective transformation parameters were deemed un-
necessary, training could simply be modified to ignore this loss component. Alternatively,
if more or less marker IDs are desired, the method would simply need to be retrained with
more or less channels in the target feature space. It is interesting to note that the detector
was never trained on real images, where the tag was physically placed in the scene. Train-
ing on a synthetic dataset allowed the method to outperform existing methods, and it is
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likely that performance would improve even further if the tag designs were fixed and the
detector was fine-tuned on real images.
Improving the algorithm for superimposition may vastly increase the performance of
the detector. As demonstrated by the results section, the performance of using extra super-
imposed images conveyed the networks ability to easily detect that an object was superim-
posed. We can likely improve superimposition by leveraging the 3D information in a scene
or superimposing the marker on semantic/connected regions so it more realistically appears
to be captured within the image. We could also further investigate the effect of non-linear
real-world effects on detection, including non-linear motion blur, shadowing, occlusion,
reflection, and textures. Future work on E2ETag includes new implementations into the
model design of the network and an investigation into the effectiveness of using different
detector backbones. This design uses a pre-trained ResNet18 to save training time, attempt-
ing to use a deeper network such as ResNet-50 could produce better results. Training the
detector multiple times, from randomly initialized weights, has the potential to improve the
marker design and prediction accuracy. In addition, to improve localization, adding RGB
color channels to the markers might allow the marker to stand out with more certainty as
the network may be capitalizing on unnatural hue gradients for detection. Color designs
may also introduce more diverse patterns.
Although our network is more robust, it is not the fastest detection method available.
We should fully investigate the network architecture and fine-tune design of the detector
to highly activate on features that pertain to the fiducial marker. In order to achieve this, a
greater understanding of how neural networks encode features and process an image will
need to be uncovered. Using E2ETag it could be possible, as the image is designed to fit
the most optimal features for architecture activation. A new architecture, or module, would
produce a different design. We have already seen the wide variety of designs that can
occur during the initial development of the network and have found that testing different
network architectures will produce different designs, encoding visually different features.
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By visualizing E2ETag, we can know exactly what the network wants to see.
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